STOCI(ING YOUR 1(ITCHrN
Fabulous patchwork starts with having the right tools at the ready. Help make your process more efficient
and enjoyable by investing in the right tools for the job.
1;4"

Patchwork Foot

A %" presser foot, also sometimes called a
patchwork foot or a piecing foot, can be a great
help for stitching accurate 1f4" seams quickly and
easily.

They're also long and thin, slipping in and out of
the fabric easily without leaving noticeable holes.

Fabric Glue Stick
Washable fabric glue can be used in various
places throughout the piecing process. Fabric

Self-Healing Cutting Mats

glue sticks are especially helpful in techniques like

Look for a mat no smaller than 18" x 24", and if you

foundation paper piecing and machine applique to

can go larger, do it. Take care to store your mat in

temporarily keep templates and patches in place.

a flat position, and to keep heat sources away from
it, including your iron, laptop, hot mugs or plates.
Heat can permanently warp or distort the mat.

Scissors
Although most of the cutting we do in quilting is
with the rotary cutter, quality fabric scissors are

Rotary Cutters

helpful for everything from snipping threads to

A 45mm blade is standard for most fabric cutting.

trimming away excess batting. Invest in a quality

For smaller patches or curves, a 28mm cutter

pair of large fabric shears for the bigger jobs, and

provides additional control. Larger 60mm cutters

a smaller pair of sharp-point sewing scissors for

work well for trimming thicker layers.

detailed trimming or snipping.

Rulers

Tracing Wheel

Clear acrylic quilting rulers come in a wide variety

This sewing tool is typically used for garment

of shapes and sizes. Great sizes to start with are

making, but it's also a perfect way to perforate

the 6V2" x 24", which is perfect for cutting strips of

paper templates during foundation paper piecing.

yardage; as well as the 12%,' square which is ideal
for squaring up blocks. The 4%,' comes in handy
for trimming units.

Seam Ripper
Loathed and loved, the seam ripper is an essential
for even the most seasoned quilters. Look for one

Tape Measure

with a sharp point, an easy-to-hold handle, and a

Long , flexible sewing tape measures come in

safety cap.

handy for measuring those extra-long strips,
backing fabric pieces, and even the size of your
finished quilt.

Safety Pins
Safety pins ca n be used to baste the layers of a
quilt together so they don 't shift around when

Straight Pins

you add the quilting stitches. Look for 1W' (size 2)

Flat head flower pins are easy to grasp and they

ni cke l-plated steel pins with a curved shape that

lie flat on fabric, minimizing puckering or bumps.

makes for easier handling during basting.
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INGREDIENTS
BASIC TRIANGLES
From simple to fancy, half- and quarter-square triangle unit variations do the heavy lifting in many blocks.

CORNER CUTTERS
It's all corner work on these diagonal stripe, diamond-in-a -square, and snowball-style units.

SHORT & TALL TRIANGLES
Triangles make the perfect star points, sun beams , arrows & frame corners.
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THE QUILT BLOCK COOKBOOK

BURSTS & BLOOMS
From shining diamonds and burst shapes, to soft petals and curves, these units add a pinch of whimsy to
your patchwork.

STRAIGHT AWAYS
Squares and rectangle-based configurations work well as foundations and connectors between flashier units.
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